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subject matter

Our website and offline approach both focus on the presence of carbon dioxide 

emissions caused by vehicles in Vancouver. Our concept came with the idea of 

integrating a calculator on our website that allows the user to calculate how much 

CO2 they have alleviated. And then informing the user about Vancouver’s vehicular 

emissions the changes it has made.



offline approach

Our offline approach was a set of stickers. Each sticker inquires about the 

viewers personal CO2 production or alleviation which is how we attract 

them to our website. The reason why we chose to use stickers is because 

they can be applied almost anywhere. We also designed multiple versions 

in order to target certain communities with each sticker. 
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offline to online

Both our stickers and website maintain a consistent use of colour scheme 

and typeface in order to maintain a consistent unified feel between our 

approaches. Each sticker also shows the URL which leads the viewer to the 

website. Once the website is reached, the first screen shows a button which 

leads the user to the CO2 calculator.
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online

Once their CO2 has been calculated, we offer the user a 

opportunity to progress further to another page where they can 

learn about the emissions in Vancouver, the changes it has 

made and the goals it wants to achieve.



process

Our initial idea was to put CO2 emission trackers on the public mobi bikes in Vancouver. We wanted to create 

a service where a user would be incentivized with rewards for distance travelled by mobi bicycle. But our 

scope was too large and had a limited audience. So we chose stickers as they are a more feasible approach 

and they have a broader target audience. We designed multiple iterations in order to target specfic 

populations while still remaining applicable to everyone.
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website url

http://www.sfu.ca/~rdonnell/IAT235/ecovan/index.html
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